The Randall-Sundrum scenario with Standard Model fields in the bulk and a custodial symmetry is considered. We determine the several minimal quark representations allowing to address the anomalies in the forward-backward b-quark asymmetry A b F B , while reproducing the bottom and top masses via wave function overlaps. The calculated corrections of the Zbb coupling include the combined effects of mixings with both Kaluza-Klein excitations of gauge bosons and new b -like states. It is shown that the mechanism, in which the left-handed doublet of third generation quarks results from a mixing on the UV boundary of introduced fields Q1L and Q2L, is necessary for phenomenological reasons. Within the obtained models, both the global fit of R b with A b F B [at the various center of mass energies] and the fit of last precision electroweak data in the light fermion sector can simultaneously be improved significantly with respect to the pure Standard Model case, for MKK = 3, 4, 5 TeV (first KK gauge boson) and a best-fit Higgs mass m h ≥ 115 GeV i.e. compatible with the LEP2 direct limit. The quantitative analysis of the oblique parameters S,T ,U even shows that heavy Higgs mass values up to ∼ 500 GeV may still give rise to an acceptable quality of the electroweak data fit, in contrast with the Standard Model. The set of obtained constraints on the parameter space, derived partly from precision electroweak data, is complementary of a future direct exploration of this parameter space at the LHC. In particular, we find that custodians, like b modes, can be as light as ∼ 1200 GeV i.e. a mass lying possibly in the potential reach of LHC.
I. INTRODUCTION
The fine-tuning problem, related to the high discrepancy between the ElectroWeak (EW) symmetry breaking scale and the Planck mass scale (gauge hierarchy), is probably the strongest indication for the existence of a physics underlying the Standard Model (SM). The SM extension to a geometrical setup with additional warped spatial dimension(s), as proposed by Randall and Sundrum (RS) [1] , represents a new paradigm [66] [2] allowing to avoid the fine-tuning problem without supersymmetry. In such an higher-dimensional framework, the hierarchy between EW and Planck scales is generated exponentially through the warping.
Within the version of the RS model suggested originally -RS1 -the SM fields were confined on the TeV-brane where the effective cut-off is of order of the TeV. This feature was entering in conflict with the presence of dangerous higher dimension operators, inducing Flavor-Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) effects, which must be suppressed by energy scales of at least ∼ 10 3 TeV. Even if these operators could be reduced by some geometrical factors, the flavor sector was remaining sensitive to the UltraViolet (UV) physics. It was proposed later [4] to let all SM fields, except the Higgs boson (then the EW scale remains protected by the low cut-off), propagating along the warped extra dimension.
Furthermore, those RS versions with matter in the bulk benefit from several attractive aspects. First, a purely geometrical mechanism for generating the fermion flavor structure arises quite naturally: if the three families of fermions are localized differently along the extra dimension [67] , their couplings to the Higgs field, and thus their 4-dimensional effective Yukawa couplings, exhibit the necessary hierarchical patterns [4, 5, 6] . In addition, these RS versions turn out to constitute a suitable framework with respect to model building in general as well as various specific phenomenological issues. For instance, those allow for the unification of gauge couplings at high-energies [7] . They even provide new Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) candidates for the dark matter of universe [8, 9] .
Nevertheless, the fact that the SM fields are located in the bulk leads to the presence of towers of Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations associated to fermion and gauge fields. This results in mixings between the SM fields (both fermions and bosons) and their KK states. That mixing in turn induces tree-level corrections to the SM couplings and hence large deviations to the set of EW observables which are measured with an high accuracy nowadays [10] . Therefore, these measurements impose typically the mass of the first KK gauge boson excitation M KK (more precisely the KK photon mass) to be larger than ∼ 10 TeV [11] . This bound introduces the little hierarchy problem, namely the fine-tuning required to explain the smallness of the EW scale with respect to M KK . However, extending the SM group, by gauging the custodial symmetry SU(2) L ×SU(2) R ×U(1) X in the bulk, allows the EW bound on M KK to be lowered down to ∼ 3 TeV [12] [68] . An alternative possibility to soften this indirect EW limit on M KK from ∼ 10 TeV down to ∼ 5 TeV [14] , being not retained here, is to consider a scenario using (large) brane-localized kinetic terms for fermions and gauge fields [15] .
In this paper, we will first show precisely how one can even solve the notorious anomaly on the forward-backward b-quark asymmetry A b F B in e + e − collisions [16] , A b F B constituting with R b ≡ Γ(Z 0 → bb)/Γ(Z 0 → hadrons) (ratio of the partial decay widths for the Z 0 boson) the main precision EW observables in the third quark generation sector. Indeed, the A b F B measurements, around the Z 0 pole (LEP1) [10, 17] , at center of mass energies below (from PEP to TRISTAN) [18, 19, 20] and far above (LEP2) [22] , remain today the only set of experimental data presenting several significant deviations from the theoretical SM predictions. In the RS context with bulk matter, in contrast with supersymmetric models [21] , tree-level corrections to the Z 0 boson coupling arise and can be sufficiently large to explain the A b F B deviations from their SM expectation. Moreover, in the RS model, the heavy flavor fermions are localized closely to the TeV-brane and acquire thus, relatively to light flavors, some larger couplings (mixings) to the Z 0 boson (fermion) KK excitations which are also typically located towards this same brane. In turn, the heavier flavor fermions get larger corrections to the Z 0 vertex through both boson and fermion mixing effects with KK modes. Therefore the RS framework can naturally generates deviations of the Z 0 couplings, from their SM value, that arise mainly in the third quark generation sector. Then the Left and right-handed Z 0 coupling deviations can be additive in A b F B while compensating each other in the R b observable, thanks to the sign difference in front of Z 0 charges [23] . In contrast with the preliminary study in [23] , here the contribution to the Z 0 coupling correction coming from the mixing between the b-quark and the relevant fermionic KK excitations, a mixing caused by the EW Symmetry Breaking (SB), will be taken into account. This mixing effect is in general expected to be important since certain fermionic KK excitations are particularly light. Those are the new right-handed quarks noted b R (the so-called 'custodians') of electric charge −1/3, which correspond to some SU(2) R partner of the right-handed top quark t c R [69] . The b R quarks have Dirichlet boundary condition on the Planck-brane and Neumann one on the TeV-brane [24] , which is written (−+), so that they have no zero-mode (the mode with vanishing KK mass). Their first KK mass tends to be relatively low with respect to the EWSB scale (a few hundred GeV can be reached a priori) since it is controlled [8] by the same c t R parameter as the top quark which must be sufficiently small in order to localize t c R towards the TeV-brane and thus create a large top mass m t .
Furthermore, we will determine here the list of explicit quark representations under the extended symmetry SU(2) L ×SU(2) R ×U(1) X , considering only the minimal representations (not bigger than the representation 3), that lead to the specific Z 0 coupling deviations allowing to solve the A b F B
anomaly. For the various scenarios of representation type obtained, the domains of parameter space {c i } corresponding to solutions of the A b F B anomaly and simultaneously reproducing the quark mass values will be presented, a study which was also not performed in [23] . More precisely, we will first show that there exist no values of the parameters c t R , c b R and c Q L (Q L ≡ (t L , b L ) t being the SM SU(2) L doublet field) that reproduce the top and bottom quark masses while addressing the A b F B problem. In order to avoid this difficulty, one is forced to apply a certain mechanism: let us suppose that the Yukawa couplings are of the form H{t The above mechanism was invoked, in the framework of the custodial symmetry O(3) [25] [70], as a possibility to consider different group embeddings for {Q 2L } and thus for {b c R } leading to a positive correction of the Z 0 coupling. The mechanism was necessary because {Q 1L } was chosen to be fixed to a representation (2, 2) 2/3 under SU(2) L ×SU(2) R ×U(1) X due to the P LR parity, in contrast with the present context where various embeddings for the {Q 1L } multiplet will be considered. As explained above, our motivation for applying this mechanism is of a different nature. A concrete realization of such a mechanism was already proposed in the other context of composite Higgs models [26] . The holographic interpretation of this mechanism is that the elementary field Q L couples to a strongly coupled Conformal Field Theory (CFT) sector via two different composite operators O 1 and O 2 , the first responsible for generating the top mass, the second for the bottom mass [26] .
Finally, within the present RS framework addressing the A b F B anomaly in the third quark generation sector, the fit of the precision EW data in the complementary sector of SM gauge bosons and light fermions will be analyzed as well, in terms of the parameters S, T and U which synthesize the corrections to EW observables [27] , an analysis missing in [23] . [30] . In these fits, the values used for the W ± boson and top quark masses were m W ± = 80.392 ± 0.029 GeV and m t = 171.4 ± 2.1 GeV. Updating these masses to the most recent world average values of m W ± = 80.398 ± 0.025 GeV (combined Tevatron Run II and LEP2 results) [17, 31, 32] and m t = 170.9 ± 1.8 GeV (Tevatron Run II data from CDF and D0) [17, 31, 33] , the SM best-fit Higgs mass decreases down to m h = 76
−24 +33
GeV [32] , a value in weak agreement with the limit deduced from direct Higgs boson searches at LEP2: m h > 114.4 GeV at 95%C.L. [29] . This disagreement in the SM between the direct lower limit on the Higgs mass and its value most favored by precision EW data -especially when the A b F B measurement is excluded from the fit -may be seen as an indication for the existence of a new physics underlying the SM (see e.g. [20, 34] ). In our RS scenario, we find that the best-fit Higgs mass can be higher than the LEP2 limit at 114.4 GeV, a result which constitutes a possible way out of the above SM conflict. Besides, we will show that for m h ≥ 115 GeV, the fit of precision EW data is significantly improved with respect to SM due to the corrections of EW observables from mixings with KK states. In particular, we find that EW fits better than in the SM can be obtained for M KK = 3 − 5 TeV and m h as high as 190 GeV, a value in the mass range where the second dominant Higgs decay becomes the channel h → Z 0 Z 0 which offers possibly a clean and purely leptonic final state signature at LHC. Besides, the discovery of such an heavy Higgs would thus constitute an indication in favor of RS-like models and would exclude the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model in which m h 140 GeV [except in the warped 5-dimensional supersymmetry case [35] ], namely the conservative bound (holding even in the large tan β limit) due to the intrinsic structure of the supersymmetric extended Higgs sector [36] .
The paper is organized as follows. In next section, we remind to the reader the theoretical framework of the RS scenario with matter in the bulk charged under a custodial symmetry. The corrections to the Z 0 coupling induced by mixings with fermion and boson KK excitations is also given there. In Section III, we study the corrections to EW observables arising in the context of the RS model, through an analysis in the plan T versus S for a fixed U value. The precision EW data on the heavy quarks, including A b F B , are treated separately in Section IV. In this part, we also discuss the specific fermion representations and describe precisely the corresponding mass matrices. Finally, we conclude in the last section.
II. RS FRAMEWORK AND THEORETICAL TOOLS
Geometrical setup: The geometrical setup of the RS model consists of a 5-dimensional theory where the warped extra dimension is compactified over a S 1 /Z 2 orbifold. As already mentioned, in the version studied here, the SM fields propagate along the extra spatial dimension, like gravity, whereas the Higgs boson is stuck on the TeV-brane. While the gravity scale on the Planck-brane is M Planck = 2.44 × 10
18 GeV, the effective scale on the TeV-brane M = e −πkRc M Planck is suppressed by a warp factor which depends on the curvature radius of the anti-de Sitter space 1/k and on the compactification radius R c . If the product kR c 11 then M = O(1) TeV which allows to address the gauge hierarchy problem. In the following, we will take kR c 10.11 so that the maximum value of M KK 2.4ke −πkRc , fixed by the theoretical consistency bound k < 0.105M Planck , is 10 TeV in agreement with the range M KK = 3 − 5 TeV considered in Sections III and IV.
5D fermion masses:
As usually in this context, a parameter noted c i is introduced for quantifying the 5-dimensional solitonic mass, ±c f k, affected to each fermion multiplet in the fundamental theory. These masses determine the fermion localizations. For instance, if the parameter c i decreases, the associated zero-mode fermion gets a 5-dimensional profile closer to the TeV-brane and acquire in turn a larger mass after EWSB. It is remarkable that this geometrical mechanism for mass generation is possible for absolute values satisfying all |c i | 1, i.e. for fundamental mass parameters all of the same order as the unique scale of the theory: the reduced Planck mass M Planck ∼ k.
Custodial symmetry breaking: As suggested originally in [12] , the SM gauge group is recovered after the breaking of the SU(2) R group into U(1) R , by boundary condition and possibly also by a small breaking of SU(2) R in the bulk as will be discussed in more details later on. Then the breaking U(1) R × U(1) X → U(1) Y occurs via a Vacuum Expectation Value (VEV) on the UV brane: the state W 3 , associated to the U(1) R group, mixes with B, associated to the U(1) X factor, to give the SM hypercharge B boson, the orthogonal linear combination being the Z boson. The Z profile mimics a (−+) boundary condition and has thus no zero-mode. Its first KK mass is close, in value, to M KK . Z 0 vertex corrections: In the RS framework, the Z 0 coupling to fermions receives corrections due to the mixing, caused by EWSB, of the SM Z 0 boson with its KK excitations and with the new Z boson. We now give the expression for these additive corrections [12] that will be useful for the following. The first term originates from the mixing with the Z 0 KK excitations noted Z (n)
[n ≥ 1], whereas the second term is due to the mixing with the Z (n) excitations:
since f L/R and f KK L/R must possess an identical electric charge. This description of the fermion mixing effect is quite effective but the calculation approach for fermion mixing angles will be presented later. For several fermion KK modes mixing with a given f L/R , one has to sum over the different corrections of type (7), recovering then the formula (19) of [25] .
III. FIT OF PRECISION EW DATA

A. Corrections on EW observables
The presence of KK excitations of gauge bosons induces a modification, after EWSB, of the EW gauge boson propagators through vacuum polarization effects. These modifications are called "oblique" corrections (as opposed to "direct" vertex and box corrections that modify the form of the interactions themselves) and are parameterized by the three S RS ,T RS ,U RS quantities introduced in [27] . The index RS here indicates that those are evaluated within the RS model, and the dimensionless parameters S RS ,T RS ,U RS are defined such that they vanish in the absence of KK gauge boson excitations (see for instance [37] ).
For the light SM fermions, i.e. excluding the quarks b and t, the associated parameters c light are taken larger than 0.5, the motivation being to generate small masses [5] and to minimize their couplings to KK gauge boson excitations (and thus corrections to EW observables). Then in the low-energy effective Lagrangian, the fermion-Higgs higher-dimensional operators, obtained after having integrated out heavy KK modes, get a special form which allows one to redefine their effects into purely oblique corrections [12, 38, 39] . In the third quark generation sector, the c i parameters that we will obtain in our analysis are smaller than 0.5, due typically to the necessity of producing relatively large masses and corrections to the Z 0 vertex. By consequence, the corrections to EW observables in this sector will be treated separately in Section IV through a fit analysis independent from the oblique parameters. Finally, the effects from the effective 4-fermion operators are negligible [12] for c light > 0.5 and M KK = 3 − 5 TeV as we consider throughout this paper.
For c light > 0.5 + ( 0.1 suffices) typically, the oblique parameter S RS reads as [12, 40] S RS 2π 2.4v
where v 246 GeV is the Higgs boson VEV. The first term in Eq. (8) is the contribution from fermion-Higgs higher-dimensional operators and it is positive. The second term comes from the gauge-Higgs sector and is negative so it tends to decrease S RS . However, this term is at order (v/M KK ) 4 and is thus smaller than the first one at order (v/M KK ) 2 . Besides, it is not the only term at order (v/M KK ) 4 but it has the particularity to be enhanced by both the factors kπR c and g 2 Z . the oblique parameter T RS reads as [12] 
whereM is the W ± mass originating from the small bulk breaking of SU(2) R . This expression shows that the bulk custodial symmetry protects the parameter T RS from acquiring large values. Another scenario (called Scenario II in [12] ) is the case where SU(2) R remains unbroken in the bulk. Then the dominant contribution to T RS comes from the exchange of t and b quarks at the one-loop level. Here we will not consider this different kind of scenario where T RS is generated radiatively and its estimation relies on a sum over fermion/boson KK towers depending on the choice of quark representations (see Section IV). Finally, the parameter U RS can be deduced from the vacuum polarization amplitudes given in [12] [74] :
It appears that the bulk custodial symmetry also protects this parameter U RS . U RS is non-vanishing only at the order (v/M KK ) 4 in the KK expansion, in contrast with S RS and T RS . Hence, for all the values of g Z ,M and M KK that we will consider, the U RS values obtained are ∼ 5 10 −5 which is completely negligible compared to S RS , T RS . In the following analysis, we will thus fix U RS at zero in an extremely good approximation.
B. Confrontation of the RS model with experimental data
Concerning the oblique corrections, if one considers the limit M KK m Z 0 [75] then all the new effects induced by the RS model on the EW observables can be parameterized in terms of six real variables. Three of those can be reabsorbed in the definitions of the input quantities, namely the most accurately measured EW observables: m Z 0 , the electromagnetic fine-structure constant α and the Fermi coupling constant G µ determined in muon decay. This leaves three independent variables which can be chosen to be S RS , T RS and U RS [76] . Then the corrections to EW observables measured up to the m Z 0 scale can be expressed in function of the three variables S RS ,T RS ,U RS only. For instance, the theoretical expression for the observable m W ± reads as
where m W ± | SM represents the value calculated as accurately as possible within the pure SM. s 0 (c 0 ) stands for sin θ 0 (cos θ 0 ), θ 0 being the electroweak mixing angle obtained in the improved Born approximation, namely by taking into account only the well known QED running of α up to the m Z 0 scale [17] :
As is clear e.g. from Eq.(11), the accurate measurements of EW observables translate into limits in the plan T RS versus S RS , if one fixes U RS at zero (as justified at the end of previous section). These limits depend on the SM expectation, e.g. noted m W ± | SM in the case of the W ± mass. In general, the precise predictions of EW observable values calculated within the SM from QCD/EW corrections depend in turn on the top and Higgs masses as well as the strong coupling constant and the photon vacuum polarization ∆α (defined through α(m [45, 46, 47] , e.g.
Numerical results in the SM: In Fig.(1) , we present the limits in the plan {T, S} [77] corresponding to values of m W ± , sin 2 θ lept eff and the partial Z 0 width Γ (single charged lepton flavor channel) within 1σ deviation from their experimental central value. The experimental value used here for sin 2 θ lept eff is a combination of 6 values resulting from the measurements of the following 6 asymmetries:
Z 0 ) being the pure electron asymmetry parameter [17] . Note that we concentrate on the experimental measurements of m W ± , sin 2 θ lept eff and Γ as those are the most precise and crucial in constraining the plan {T, S} [10] (these constraints are clearly model-independent). In Fig.(1) , we also show the contour levels in {T, S} associated to different goodness-of-fit (for m h = 115 GeV and m h = 190 GeV). Those result from a χ 2 -analysis of the fit between the theoretical predictions for m W ± , sin 2 θ lept eff , Γ (see for example Eq. (11)) and their respective experimental values. In this χ 2 -analysis, we take into account the 2 measurements of m W ± at LEP2 and Tevatron Run II, the 3 measurements of Γ (one for each flavor) and the 6 measurements of sin 2 θ lept eff . We see on this figure that the reference SM point, at the origin of {T, S} (where e.g. m W ± = m W ± | SM ), corresponds to 10.3% [this probability, used throughout all the paper, represents the p-value quantifying the goodness-of-fit] with respect to the fit of considered EW observables, for m h = 115 GeV which is close to the direct LEP2 limit [29] . One observes that for m h increased to 190 GeV, the fit quality in the SM is degraded. We have also explored the heavy Higgs regime and we find that for m h = 500 GeV the SM fit has a p-value of only 2.5 10 
of the type (1) and (7), which are significant as will be exposed in Section IV, so that the sin experimental value (which is modified). Let us make a comment, at this level, concerning our choice of m h range in Fig.(2) . We remark that the LEP2 limit m h > 114. 4 GeV obtained within the SM remains valid in the RS context as a good approximation. Indeed, it originates from the experimental search for the Higgs boson production which occurs mainly through the Higgsstrahlung process e + e − → hZ 0 [29] . In the RS scenario, the relative deviation of the hZ 0 Z 0 coupling with respect to the SM is typically of the order of the percent. For such a small correction, the constraint remains m h 115 GeV (see also [52] ) as shows the Higgs mass limit given as a function of an effective hZ 0 Z 0 coupling value, obtained in [29] .
In Fig.( 2), we also draw the points corresponding to the theoretical predictions for the values of S RS and T RS in the RS framework: we see that for M KK as low as 3 TeV and g Z = 4 π/kR c 2.23 (typical perturbativity limit [79]), the theoretical point in {T RS , S RS } still belongs to a reasonable fit quality region at 37.3% [χ 2 /10 ≡ 1.08] for m h = 115 GeV (close to the LEP2 limit). Taking g Z at its highest value and a minus sign in the sin 2 θ expression (6) allows to optimize the effect of the second (negative) term in Eq. (8) . This tends to decrease S RS and in turn to improve the fit as exhibits Fig.(2) . For the three other theoretical points of the figure, with larger M KK and smaller g Z , the second term of Eq. (8) has no significant effect. Concerning the T RS parameter, its expression depends on M KK and g Z (viag) but also, in contrast with S RS , on the SU(2) R breaking massM (see Eq. (9)) so that its amount can be controlled independently of S RS . Here we systematically choose anM value (and in turn a T RS value) which optimizes the EW fit, for a given S RS value. It is remarkable that all theM values obtained in this way have an order of magnitude close to k, so that no new energy scale is introduced in the RS scenario (which has typically a unique fundamental scale), but are smaller than k which guarantees a small breaking of the custodial-isospin in the bulk. We see on Fig. (2) that for M KK increased up to 4 TeV, the theoretical predictions for S RS and T RS can reach the domain at 55.6% for m h = 115 GeV, and the EW fit is even more improved for M KK = 5 TeV due to the smaller S RS contribution (c.f. Eq. (8)). Motivated by the little hierarchy problem, we do not consider M KK values larger than 5 TeV. Now increasing m h results in a shift of the χ 2 ellipses towards larger T RS and smaller S RS values, so that the fit would get worse for the three fixed points at M KK = 3, 4, 5 TeV discussed above (and almost aligned in Fig.(2) ) if m h > 115 GeV. With M KK = 4 TeV (which determines S RS ), while the best-fit point reachable (by controlling T RS ) is at 55.6% for m h = 115 GeV, it is only at 42.3% for m h = 190 GeV as shown in Fig.(2) . However, for m h as large as 190 GeV, the point associated to M KK = 4 TeV andM /k = 0.26 still gives rise to an acceptable EW fit at 42.3% which corresponds to χ 2 /10 ≡ 1.02. The heavy Higgs regime has even been explored: we obtain that the RS fit is at 25.3% [χ 2 /10 ≡ 1.25] for m h = 500 GeV, M KK = 4 TeV, g Z = 1.25 andM /k = 0.32.
Comparison SM/RS: By comparing Fig.(1) and Fig.(2) , we conclude that a better EW fit can be achieved in the case of the RS scenario than in the SM situation, for M KK = 3, 4, 5 TeV and m h = 115 GeV. This is also true for M KK = 4 TeV and m h = 190 GeV since a fit at 42.3% can be reached in the RS framework whereas it is worse than 10.3% in the SM, as show the two figures. We have verified that the fit can be improved in the RS scenario, compared to the SM, for Best-fit m h : Another important aspect is that there exist values of the parameters M KK , g Z andM /k for which the best EW fit occurs for an Higgs mass in agreement with its direct LEP2 limit. For instance, with the values corresponding to the blue point in the plan {T RS , S RS } of Fig.(2) , the best-fit value of m h is typically ∼ 190 GeV [80] as can be seen from the oblique shift of ellipses due to an m h variation (see also e.g. [10] ). Indeed, moving away from m h = 190 GeV, the blue ellipse at 42.3% would be translated such that the fixed theoretical blue point would become located outside this ellipse and would then correspond to a quality of the fit of precision EW data lower than 42.3%. Therefore, within our RS scenario, the best-fit value of m h [the sin 2 θ lept eff value, derived directly from A b F B (m Z 0 ), being not included in this fit] can be higher than the LEP2 limit of 114.4 GeV, in contrast with the pure SM context discussed in the introduction. The reason for this increase of the best-fit Higgs mass with respect to the SM is that the parameter T RS gets a positive contribution due to the bulk breaking of the custodial symmetry, which thus appears to be important here. Indeed, the S, T values for the SM vanish, and correspond to the origin of Fig.(2) , so that the best EW fit is clearly reached for m h below 115 GeV as recalled in Section I.
IV. THE THIRD QUARK GENERATION SECTOR
Solving the A b F B anomaly: In the sector of third generation quarks, the most crucial EW constraints come from the precise measurements of the EW observables A 
anomaly is addressed, by reducing the theoretical asymmetry prediction, while keeping the R b prediction (R b = 0.2158 in the SM) in agreement with the experimental value: R b = 0.21629 ± 0.00066 [17] . It was also shown in [23] that for such vertex corrections, the global fit, of the data on R b and all the A b F B measurements at various center of mass energies, is significantly improved as well with respect to the SM case. In this part of the paper, we are going to show that these amounts of vertex corrections can effectively be induced through the two simultaneous mixing effects arising in the RS model: the mixing of the b-quark with fermionic KK excitations [of type (7) ] and the mixing between Z 0 and Z (n) ,Z (n) [see Eq. (1)]. First, we point out a problem of incompatibility of the c i parameter values arising when one tempts simultaneously to reproduce the correct b, t masses (via the wave function overlap mechanism) and the wanted shifts δg 
L doublets of left-handed fields) which must be invariant under the bulk gauge symmetry SU(3) c ×SU(2) L ×SU(2) R ×U(1) X . Hence, the top mass is controlled by the parameters c 1 and c t R whereas the bottom mass is determined by c 2 and c b R . In other words, the top and bottom masses are fixed independently via different sets of c i parameters so that the above problem is avoided. The left-handed quarks t L and b L must belong to the same SM SU(2) L doublet Q L . By consequence, Q L has to be an admixture of Q 1L and Q 2L , which means that there should be a certain mixing between the whole multiplets {Q 1L } and {Q 2L }. Now there is no particular reason why {Q 1L } and {Q 2L } should be embedded into an identical representation and have same quantum numbers under SU(2) R ×U(1) X . Therefore, generally, the mixing between {Q 1L } and {Q 2L } goes with a breaking of the SU(2) R ×U(1) X symmetry through some mass mixing terms. Such mass mixing terms can exist on the UV boundary as SU(2) R ×U(1) X is broken on the Planck-brane (see Introduction and Section II). A first possibility is that there exist mass terms mixing directly {Q 1L } and {Q 2L } on the Planckbrane. Eitherwise, one can introduce a new field {Q R } localized on the Planck-brane and having mass terms mixing itself with {Q 1L },{Q 2L }. Then, while the SM Q L field would be a combination of the zero-modes of Q 1L and Q 2L , one could get rid of the orthogonal combination (an extra zero-mode of doubletQ L ) e.g. through a mass term mixing it with the field on Planck-brane: Q R . (see Eq.(3)), does not play any role in computed corrections on EW observables as the whole Z coupling to SM light fermions vanishes due to the wave function overlap factor in the regime of large c light [23] .
A. Model I Within our first model, the third generation quark representations/charges under SU(2) L ×SU(2) R ×U(1) X are:
where e.g. Besides, with our notations/conventions, the Higgs boson representation under the custodial symmetry is a bidoublet reading as,
where H represents the usual SM Higgs doublet under SU(2) L . Therefore, we see easily that the top/bottom Yukawa couplings, written in the fundamental theory in terms of 5-dimensional fields, constitute well, with this first choice of representations, some operators invariant under the total bulk symmetry SU(3) c ×SU(2) L ×SU(2) R ×U(1) X :
where G is the determinant of the RS metric and λ 5D b,t are the 5-dimensional Yukawa coupling constants for b, t.
At this level, we make a remark which holds also for next models; there is a possible variation on the bottom quark multiplet {b (16)), we find (positive) numerical results/plots almost identical to the case (13) and we will not present those explicitly.
Mass matrix: First, we describe the mass matrix for the bottom quark and KK excitations arising with the representations (12)-(13), a matrix that turns out to be useful for the following. We do not consider the mixing with the first two generations of down quarks since considering the whole mass matrix would require to specify the three flavor model assumed (including all Yukawa coupling constant values and the choice of c-parameters for different left/right-handed quarks) which has to reproduce quark masses, a task beyond the scope of our work. The fact of not taking into account the mixing with d,s does not affect at all the final shift δg
couplings as the b quark. Besides, neglecting the b mixing with d,s should not a priori modify greatly the bottom mass obtained by diagonalizing the whole mass matrix cause the V CKM mixing angles are small [10] . Nevertheless, in order to take into account this approximation effect, we will introduce an uncertainty range for the bottom mass when trying to reproduce its value theoretically from the geometrical mechanism (this uncertainty is also motivated by later considerations on the energy scale dependence of fermion masses). Hence, we present the bottom mass matrix M b in the field basis 
After EWSB, the bottom-like quarks get Dirac masses through the Yukawa couplings (which must be contracted with respect to group representations). These mass terms read, in the 4-dimensional effective Lagrangian, as [with c θ ≡ cos θ; s θ ≡ sin θ]:
is the n-th KK mass for (−+) fields (m 
Z
0 couplings: Now, one is able to derive the Z 0 couplings to bottom quarks, first, in the weak basis, and then, in the mass basis. In the weak basis, the 4-dimensional effective Lagrangian of the Neutral Current interaction for left-handed bottom quarks is given by, 
2 and gives rise in turn (through the fermion mixing generated by
, which is thus a subleading effect compared to the direct deviations δg
, we have considered the main boson mixing effects, namely the mixings with the first neutral KK states Z (1) and Z (1) , which depend on the free parameters g Z and M KK [53] . δg 
The 
This shift is a combination of both the effects from neutral gauge boson [type (1)] and fermion [type 
Flavor structure and the A b F B anomaly: Before presenting numerical results and exploring the parameter space, one needs to discuss a potential problem caused by the bottom quark which occurs generically in RS models with bulk matter: the dangerous down-quark FC couplings to the KK gluon excitations, induced by the non-universality in the interaction basis [4, 5] , lead to tree-level contributions to mass splittings for the B meson and in the Kaon system which become large for M KK as low as the TeV scale [5, 54] . In particular, for M KK = 3 TeV, theoretical predictions for the CP violation effect in the Kaon system, K , seem to conflict with experimental data [55] . Let us recall the origin of this problem. In case the three generations of SM down-quarks are localized towards the Planck-brane (i.e. having c light and c-parameters for the b larger than 0.5), they possess quasi-universal couplings to first KK gluon excitations [56] , due to the flat profiles of these KK states near the UV boundary, and thus almost no FC couplings are induced in the mass basis (RS-GIM mechanism). However, taking both c Q L and c b R larger than 0.5 is not acceptable, as it would lead to a bottom mass m b 10 −2 GeV, so the RS-GIM mechanism cannot be fully effective.
In the present context of our mechanism mixing b 2L , the situation is improved. Indeed, we can choose the parameter controlling the bottom mass: c 2 [see Eq. (15)] to be smaller than 0.5 (as done in Fig.(3) ) in order to generate a correct m b value. The important point here is that the bottom quark is mainly composed by the field b 
The FCNC effect amplitudes depend crucially on global three flavor mass matrices and thus on parameter values for each SM fermion generation. Since our goal here is not to elaborate a complete three flavor model (predicting all Yukawa couplings and c-parameters), as already mentioned, we will not compute the precise FCNC effects in the down-quark sector. Notice that the calculation of the contribution to the B mass splitting from KK gluon exchange must also include b − b mixing effects, which has not been done in details so far to our knowledge. Anyway, several recent works [57] show that FCNC processes can be suppressed by gauging some (SM) flavor symmetries in the bulk, precisely like the SM custodial symmetry is gauged in the bulk to reduce corrections on EW observables [58] . An example of flavor symmetry in this context is the non-abelian discrete symmetry A 4 [59] . [84] and R b in the RS context (like in [23] ). In Fig.(3) we present contour plots of the p-value in the plan {c t R , c 2 } resulting from the global fit of R b plus the eight measurements of A b F B : three in the Z 0 pole energy region [10, 17] , four at center of mass energies below [18, 19, 20] and the last one far above (190.7 GeV) [22] . In the same figure, we show contour plots of bottom and top quark masses. The bottom mass m b is obtained after bi-diagonalizing numerically the mass matrix (17) [c.f. Eq. (18)]. The top mass m t is obtained similarly once an analog top quark mass matrix is derived.
We now discuss the choice of parameter values taken in Fig.(3) starting with the Yukawa coupling constants which are dimensionful, indicative of the non-renormalizable nature of the 5-dimensional theory. We fix the cut-off of the effective field theory at Λ IR 2M KK since the two heaviest eigenstates considered, mainly composed by the b c (2) and b c (2) fields, can reach mass values at most equal to 2M KK typically [as c t R , which determines m (2) ct R , remains smaller than 0.2 in Fig.(3) ]. This choice thus allows to trust in our treatment of the Higgs coupling to bottom quarks on which relies is required to be in the perturbative regime:
1. This condition of a weakly coupled theory expresses the fact that typical loop corrections are smaller than the lowest order terms. The brane localized Yukawa coupling is related to the bulk Yukawa coupling [entering Eq.(15)] (used previously e.g. in [4, 12] 
b /R using current notations), as confirmed by comparing the zero-mode mass in Eq. (17) and in recent references e.g. [55, 57, 59] . Hence, the perturbativity condition leads to |λ b,t |k considered in Fig.(3) satisfy all these constraints. Furthermore, these |λ 5D b,t |k values are chosen such that the parameters c b R and c 1 are maximized, which allows to minimize FCNC effects (see above discussion). Concerning the mass M KK and coupling g Z as well as the sign entering the sin 2 θ expression (6), in Fig.(3) we take them exactly as in the estimation of the set of three theoretical predictions for S RS ,T RS in Fig.(2) . In particular, the sign in sin 2 θ is negative and the coupling lies inside the allowed range 0.71 g Z 2.23. For consistency, it is important to consider identical values for these three common parameters entering both the S RS ,T RS analysis of Section III B and the present EW analysis of the heavy generation sector. Finally, we have maximized the c b R and c 1 values in order to to minimize FCNC effects. It means that we have chosen the largest c b R and c 1 values such that it still exist a common region in the plan {c t R , c 2 } where (i) reasonable m b,t values are reproduced (ii) the EW fit is improved compared to the SM case. Without maximizing c b R and c 1 , the best-fit curves in Fig.(3) at M KK = 5 TeV could have been centered with respect to the domain of acceptable m b,t .
As already described, the produced SM quark masses increase as their c-parameters decrease (which localizes them towards the TeV-brane where lives the Higgs boson). This manifests itself in the expression for the zero-mode mass given in first line and first column of matrix (17) in case of the bottom quark. For example, we see clearly on Fig.(3) that m b increases as c 2 decreases, c 2 being the parameter controlling the bottom mass (see Eq. (15)). The expression for the zero-mode mass in Eq. (17) shows also that m b is suppressed by small cos θ values, as it occurs in Fig.(3) . Indeed, these small values mean that the bottom quark is mainly composed by the b (0) 1L which has no pure zero-mode mass term. The choice of letting such an uncertainty on theoretical predictions for m b,t in Fig.(3) (respective ranges, in GeV, of [1, 7] and [150, 190] ) and of not trying to reproduce exactly the experimental m b,t values is justified by the three flavor mixing effect (see above) together with the following considerations on energy. The cut-off energy scale at which the extra-dimension is integrated out is typically equal to the lightest KK mass which can be of few hundreds of GeV only (as discussed later for custodians). In calculation of predicted values for the EW observables: b k (up to geometrical factors) at the typical Z 0 pole energy scale. Hence, the experimental values for m b,t to be reproduced must also be considered at an energy µ m Z 0 . The effect of renormalization group from the pole masses to the Z 0 boson mass scale can be important. For instance, within the pure SM, this effect is of 29.5% on the bottom mass which is m b = 4.248 ± 0.046 GeV at its own pole mass, and the same effect reaches a correction of 6.5% for m t (still in the SM) [60] . An updated rigorous computation of these corrections within the RS context, which relies on loop diagrams including effects from KK states, is beyond the scope of the present work. We thus allow for some relative uncertainty on the m b,t values at µ m Z 0 .
Discussion: Let us draw our conclusion. One deduces from Fig.(3) Heavy Higgs boson regime: We finish this part by discussing the Higgs mass dependence, a discussion which holds also for the models considered in next two subsections as similar conclusions can be established. In Fig.(3) where are presented results of the fit between the experimental data on R b ,A b F B and their theoretical prediction (including the RS-induced corrections), the theoretical SM expectations for these EW observables [17] are taken at the reference value for the Higgs mass: m h = 100 GeV [23] (similarly, e.g. m W ± | SM depends on the Higgs mass as discussed in Section III B). The variation of these theoretical SM values with m h is given in a good approximation [61] by,
where we have chosen the Higgs mass reference value to be m Fig.(4) . Indeed with m h = 500 GeV, the SM fit is at 27.6% while the RS fit reaches at most 29.0% [e.g. at the point c 2 = 0.18, c t R = 0] for the example of parameter set described in Fig.(4) . It was shown in [61] that if the Higgs boson is heavy, e.g. m h = 400 GeV, the A 
B. Model II
The second model is characterized by the representations:
Here we do not present in details the mass matrices and the derivation of Z 0 couplings to bottom quarks in the mass basis which allow to determine δg
In the present model, δg Z [entering Eq. (1)] is unchanged. Due to this similarity of Models I and II, we have chosen to illustrate here other domains of parameter space (than in Fig.(3) ) where the fit of R b + A 
C. Model III
The last scenario is defined by,
For these group representations, one has δg
In Fig.(6) , we present the contour plots for the p-value as well as for bottom and top quark masses, in Model III. At M KK = 3 TeV, the c t R typical parameter values are minimized for reducing the KK mass of the b c ( (18)). This c t R minimization is not going with an optimum centering of p-value lines as shows Fig.(6) . Concerning the two plots of Fig.(6) at M KK = 4, 5 TeV, c b R and c 1 have been maximized to reduce FCNC effects. For instance, at the point c t R = 0, c 2 = 0.55 of Fig.(6) for M KK = 4 TeV, one has e.g. δg
72% which illustrates the fact that the fermion mixing effect is not neglectable at all compared to the boson one; it was important to consider this fermion effect throughout this paper.
As a conclusion, it is also possible in this Model III to find some regions of the parameter space, 
D. Other models
Minimal model: The first model we comment on in this last subsection is called minimal since it possesses the minimum field content, and, it is the one which was originally proposed when the custodial symmetry was introduced in the RS scenario [12] . The minimal model is characterized by these quark representations:
The authors of [62] have shown that, forg = g [a choice which fixes g Z as shows Eq. (6)], M KK = 3.75
TeV and values of c Q L ,c t R reproducing the top quark mass, the left-handed Z 0 coupling shift, due to the gauge boson mixing and the mixing of the SM b quark with the unique b state, satisfies δg [62] does not hold for the other models we are considering in the present paper, due to the following main different features. First, in the several models studied in this paper, we consider representations which are different from Eq.(27)- (28) and give rise to various sign configurations for the individual Z 0 coupling shifts. For instance, in our Models I and II, one finds δg
with the minimal model where both are negative) so that a compensation occurs tending to decrease |δg
Moreover, e.g. in Model II, several b ,t states [with electric charges −1/3,2/3 and boundary conditions (−+)] are introduced in contrast with Eq.(27)- (28) . Secondly, in this paper we do not assumeg = g (fixing g Z ) and we consider a specific mechanism (mixing Q 1L -Q 2L ), which allows more freedom on the parameter space than for the minimal model.
O(3) inspired:
The model suggested in [25] is characterized by the symmetry O(3) ≡ SU(2) V × P LR [P LR being a left-right parity] and the associated permitted representations are,
or {t
The motivation for imposing this symmetry was that it protects the Z 0 vertex by insuring δg 
Z 0 | boson can also receive a contribution from the breaking of P LR due to different coupling constants associated to SU(2) R and SU(2) L :g = g.
As we have demonstrated in the beginning of Section IV, if one wants, at the same time, to reproduce the correct b, t masses and to improve the fit on R b ,A b F B , the introduced mechanism mixing Q 1L with Q 2L must be invoked. This is true also in this O(3) symmetry context. In order to generate a top quark mass, one takes {Q 1L } = {Q L } (see Eq. (29) [25] (it happens to be the case for the models considered in this paper). This breaking gives a contribution to δg
Z 0 | TOTAL and it is naturally weak since the ratio m b /m t has to be small (this is visible through the cos θ suppression in the element 1, 1 of mass matrix (17)). A slightly different motivation thus arises for the O(3) symmetry: the smallness of δg
could be explained by the weak breaking effects of the custodial symmetry subgroup described above [in analogy with the 't Hooft criteria of naturality]. Nevertheless, we have found quantitatively, by taking into account all the above breaking effects contributing to the necessary δg Model IV: In order to show that it is possible to construct a model, with some representation larger than 3, allowing to fulfill both conditions of EW fit improvement and mass reproduction, we simply present an example of model that we find to be of this kind. It consists of a multiplet extension just from the top quark sector of Model III, introducing no new b or t state: 
V. CONCLUSION
In the RS framework with a bulk custodial symmetry, we have elaborated the set of realistic models, defined by fermion representations smaller than 4 and based on the necessary mechanism introducing two left-handed doublets Q iL , which can explain precision EW data in the heavy quark sector. Indeed, these models allow to solve the A [at the various center of mass energies] is significantly improved with respect to the pure SM case, for M KK = 3, 4, 5 TeV (higher energy scales were not considered to not worsen the remaining little hierarchy problem). In the heavy Higgs regime, m h 500 GeV, this improvement is not systematically significant. Moreover, we have shown that the obtained models can simultaneously lead also to an important improvement (compared to SM) of the fit on EW observables in the light fermion and gauge boson sector. This was done by considering a fix set of values, for the fundamental parameters entering both the A b F B and oblique parameter analyses: M KK and g Z (as well as the sign determining sin 2 θ ), being common to both analyses. As a matter of fact, concerning the EW fit, the theoretical estimations for S RS ,T RS can reach domains of higher degree of agreement (relatively to SM) in the case of the obtained models, for M KK = 3 − 5 TeV, any allowed g Z value and m h ≥ 115 GeV. In particular, if m h = 500 GeV, while the EW fit is at a dramatic degree of agreement of 2.5 10 −9 in the SM, it can still be acceptable in the RS scenario [e.g. at 25.3% for M KK = 4 TeV, g Z = 1.25] opening up the possibility of an heavy Higgs boson regime. Besides, the best EW fit can correspond to an Higgs mass such that m h ≥ 115 GeV, allowing then to respect the LEP2 lower bound, which is impossible within the SM framework.
Inside the relevant domains of parameter space (where EW fits are improved and m b,t are reproducable), custodians [states like b , q c (5/3) ,. . . ] can reach quite low masses. As discussed, such particles could be as low as ∼ 1200 GeV which, in view of the LHC physics, is considerably smaller than the typical favored value for the first KK gauge boson mass: M KK ∼ 4 TeV. Therefore, within the models obtained here, the (single) custodian production [63, 64] might lead to stronger effects and more visible signatures at LHC, relatively to the production of KK excitations of gauge bosons [51, 53, 56, 64, 65] . This conclusion illustrates the fact that precision EW data may continue to benefit from a certain emphasis in the future. Indeed, the constraints on a given parameter space coming from EW data serve as a guide for testing new physics at the LHC. Moreover, if some physics beyond the SM is discovered at an high-energy collider, one would have to study the new physics effects on EW fits (possibly including results from the Z 0 boson factory project Giga-Z); a global interpretation [e.g. through b effects] of both the high-energy data and the precision EW data would then constitute a solid confirmation of the theoretical picture. measurement suffers from some systematic errors which would have been underestimated by the experiments [note that it is not the philosophy adopted throughout this paper]. This assumption would explain the 3.2σ discrepancy between this sin 2 θ lept eff value and the one which is extracted from A (SLD) (see the end of Section III B).
[74] The authors thank K. Agashe for helpful discussions on the derivation of the parameter URS.
[75] The generic case of a low threshold of new physics compared to the EWSB scale was treated in [41, 42] .
[76] An other possible choice of parameterization [30] is based on the three variables sin 2 θ lept eff , ∆rW (related to EW gauge boson masses) and ∆ρ = αT [43] or equivalently the so-called 1,2,3 [44] .
[77] Here we omit the subscript RS in the notation of S and T , since the experimental limits derived are model-independent (for the considered set of precision EW data) and apply in particular for the SM.
[78] Let us remark that the corrections of type (1)- (7), considered for the b quark, apply on the Z 0 vertex directly and are thus of different form from the oblique contributions, including here the light fermion operator effects.
[79] See the perturbativity condition for g Z in [51] or the expansion parameter in [3] . The minimum g Z value is equal to 2g 0.71 for consistency reasons (see Eq. (6)).
[80] Our goal here is to discuss the main variations of the best-fit m h in RS, and so we do not compute precisely the best-fit m h value (including estimated theoretical errors from unknown higher-order corrections) which is parameter-dependent. [82] The group structure is minimal in the sense that, throughout this paper, we do not consider field representations e.g. of the kind (1, 2)X ⊕ (3, 2)X [under SU(2)L ×SU(2)R ×U(1)X].
[83] The presence of this new t c R field has also no significant effect on mt. 
